INTRODUCTION {#sec0005}
============

Alzheimer's disease (AD) is currently conceived as a long-lasting disease that begins decades before the apparition of the first symptoms \[[@ref001]\]. As brain pathology progresses, cognitive decline subtly emerges before the appearance of overt symptoms. By definition, this decline remains under the threshold of cognitive impairment, as measured by standard neuropsychological tests, but can be detected through longitudinal testing or may be self-perceived by the subject \[[@ref003]\]. This subjective perception of cognitive decline (SCD) is an established risk factor for objective cognitive impairment and dementia \[[@ref005]\] and may trigger medical help seeking, primarily when accompanied by worries \[[@ref008]\]. The confirmation of cognitive decline by an informant adds value to the prediction of future cognitive decline \[[@ref009]\], and it is recognized as one of the features that increase the risk of developing dementia and the likelihood of being in the preclinical stage of AD \[[@ref003]\]. Earlier studies have shown that informant-only perception of cognitive decline may be a better predictor of cognitive decline \[[@ref012]\] and dementia \[[@ref014]\] than self-complaint. Furthermore, some studies show that it discriminates preclinical AD from normal aging better than self-informant reports and also displayed higher correlations to cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) core biomarker levels \[[@ref017]\], as well as to objective cognitive performance \[[@ref018]\]. However, perception of decline by an informant does not classify a subject as experiencing SCD and may go self-unrecognized by some subjects, who are therefore not prompted to seek early medical help.

At the dementia stage, the lack of insight of cognitive impairment, or anosognosia, is highly prevalent and increases in parallel to dementia severity \[[@ref021]\]. In mild cognitive impairment (MCI), anosognosia is also present in a relevant number of cases \[[@ref022]\] and its presence has been related to an increased rate of progression to dementia \[[@ref023]\]. A recent study from Alzheimer's Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) data gave additional support to the predictive value of impaired self-awareness in the progression from MCI to AD dementia. This study also found an association between impaired self-awareness, brain amyloidosis, and hypometabolism \[[@ref024]\]. In presymptomatic stages, the value of impaired self-awareness of cognitive decline to identify subjects at higher risk of progression to symptomatic AD is a topic of growing interest and debate. A recent study performed in the INSIGHT-PreAD cohort concluded that low awareness, defined as the discrepancy between informant and subject reports, but not self-reported difficulties alone, was related to greater amyloid burden and cortical hypometabolism \[[@ref025]\]. In contrast, Vannini and colleagues \[[@ref026]\] recently reported that cognitively healthy individuals harboring amyloid pathology presented *hypernosognosia*, defined as worse self-evaluation of their memory ability as compared to objective memory performance. In this scenario, in which some psychometrically normal subjects with cognitive decline may be not self-perceiving or neglecting incipient cognitive difficulties, it may be hypothesized that those having an informant that perceives decline represent a group at increased risk of developing cognitive impairment.

In this study, we aimed at analyzing the cognitive and brain morphometric features of this unaware group, which remain largely unknown. Therefore, we aimed at studying the prevalence of unaware decliners (UD) along with their clinical, cognitive, and structural brain characteristics in a sample of cognitively healthy middle-aged participants from the ALFA population-based research cohort.

METHODS {#sec0010}
=======

Participants {#sec0015}
------------

The ALFA project (ALFA; Clinicaltrials.gov Identifier: NCT01835717) included 2,743 cognitively healthy (exclusion criteria: Mini-Mental State Examination \<26, Memory Impairment Screen \<6, semantic fluency \<12, Clinical Dementia Rating \>0) participants aged between 45 and 74 years with the aim of providing an infrastructure that leverage with different studies and trials to prevent AD (see \[[@ref027]\] for details). The study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the "Parc de Salut Mar" (Barcelona, Spain) and conducted in accordance to the directives of the Spanish Law 14/2007, of 3rd of July, on Biomedical Research. All participants signed an informed consent form and had a close relative, who also granted their consent, volunteering to participate in the study to report on the participant's current cognitive and functional status. The present study analyzed data from the 2640 participants that have complete informant ratings available at baseline visit, performed between 2013 and 2014.

Assessment of perception of cognitive decline and classification of participants {#sec0020}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Perception of cognitive decline was explored using the Subjective Cognitive Decline Questionnaire (SCD-Q) \[[@ref028]\]. The SCD-Q is a validated tool devised to detect and quantify the perceived subjective cognitive decline that comprises the same set of questions for the subject (SCD-Q MyCog) and the informant (SCD-Q TheirCog). It includes three initial yes/no questions and 24 items inquiring about the presence or absence of difficulties in cognitive-related activities as compared to the ability estimated 2 years before. Presence or absence of perception of decline was defined using the answer to this initial general question: "Do you perceive memory or cognitive difficulties?" for the subject, and "Do you perceive he/she has cognitive or memory difficulties?" for the informant. According to the answers to these questions participants were classified in: Unaware decliners (UD), if the answer given by the subject was *no* and the answer given by the informant was *yes*; SCD, if the subject answered *yes* regardless informant report; and controls (C), if both the subject and informant answered *no*. SCD-Q scores were also used to quantify the amount of self-perceived decline and informant perceived decline in each participant.

Cognitive and mood assessment {#sec0025}
-----------------------------

Episodic memory was assessed by means the Spanish version of the Memory Binding Test (MBT) \[[@ref029]\]. In this test, the examinee should learn two sets of 16 written words that share semantic categories by pairs. Four main variables including free and cued recalls in immediate and delayed (after 25--35 min) trials were analyzed: Immediate total paired recall (TPR), immediate total free recall (TFR), delayed total paired recall (TDPR), and delayed total free recall (TDFR). Executive function, visuospatial ability and global intelligence was measured using the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) IV Coding, Digit Span, Visual Puzzles, Similarities and Matrix Reasoning subtests \[[@ref031]\]. Coding measures, among others, processing speed and attention. The Digit Span subtest evaluates short-term and working memory. Visual Puzzles measures complex visual processing. Matrix Reasoning assesses non-verbal reasoning, and Similarities measures verbal reasoning and abstract thinking. Anxiety and depressive symptoms were evaluated with the Goldberg Anxiety and Depression Scale (GADS) \[[@ref032]\], which is composed of two subscales with a maximum score of 9 points each. A global score is also computed by summing up both subscales.

MRI acquisition and preprocessing {#sec0030}
---------------------------------

A subgroup of 530 participants underwent a structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study. The percentage of UD (*n* = 43; 8.1%) and SCD (*n* = 108; 20.4%) did not differed between the scanned and the not scanned group (*p* = 0.237). The subsample of subjects that underwent MRI were in average one year younger (*p* \< 0.05) and slightly more educated (0.3 years of education, *p* \< 0.05) than the group that was not scanned. The percentage of *APOE* *ɛ4* allele carriers is overrepresented in the MRI subsample (51% versus 30.7%, *p* \< 0.001). No significant differences in mood or cognitive outcomes were found, except a marginally better performance of scanned individuals in the Similarities subtest (*p* \< 0.05). 3D high-resolution T1-weighted images were acquired using a 3T General Electric Discovery scanner with the following acquisition parameters: fast spoiled gradient-echo sequence; voxel size = 1 mm^3^ isotropic, Repetition Time \[TR\] = 6.16 ms, Echo Time \[TE\] = 2.33 ms, inversion time \[TI\] = 450 ms, matrix size = 256×256×174, flip angle = 12°). Images were segmented into grey matter (GM) tissue using the new segment function implemented in Statistical Parametrical Mapping software (SPM 12, Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience, London, UK), realigned into a common space, and normalized using DARTEL. Jacobian determinants were applied to preserve the local native amount of GM (modulated images). Images were spatially smoothed with a 6 mm full-width at half maximum Gaussian kernel. Total intracranial volume (TIV) was computed by summing the segmented GM, white matter, and CSF for each individual. Relevant clusters for region-of-interest (ROI) analysis were extracted using MarsBaR (<http://marsbar.sourceforge.net>).

Statistical analyses {#sec0035}
--------------------

Mean differences in sociodemographic, cognitive screening, and mood variables among groups were tested using one-way-ANOVA and pairwise *post-hoc* tests (Tukey). Paired *t*-tests were used to compare subject and informant scores in the SCD-Q. Cognitive performance group differences were explored by means of ANCOVAs (using age, years of education, sex, and mood scores as covariates) and pairwise tests. The association between cognitive scores and SCD-Q scores (MyCog and TheirCog) was explored by means partial correlations adjusting for age, years of education and mood scores. Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS IBM v22. All tests were 2-tailed and *p*-values below 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant, except for the ANCOVAs and partial correlations, in which a *p*-value threshold of 0.005 was considered to correct for multiple comparisons (using a Bonferroni-type correction 0.05/10). Voxel-wise analyses were performed using the general linear model as implemented in SPM 12. The segmented, modulated and smoothed GM images were entered in a full-factorial design, with UD, SCD, and C as a group factor. Pairwise unilateral contrasts were used to explore GM volume differences between groups. In a secondary analysis, a two-factor model with subject's presence/absence and informant's presence/absence of perception of decline was constructed. Age, education, sex, number of *APOE* *ɛ4* alleles, mood scores, and TIV were introduced as nuisance variables. An additive effect of the number of *APOE* *ɛ4* alleles was assumed based on previous results in this same sample \[[@ref033]\]. An uncorrected *p*-value (\<0.001) and a minimum cluster size (k = 100) were used as significance thresholds. The association between GM volumes in clusters of interest and cognitive outcomes was explored by means Spearman correlations. Standardized residuals outputted from general linear models including age, education, sex, number of *APOE* *ɛ4* alleles, and mood scores as covariates were used in the correlational analysis.

RESULTS {#sec0040}
=======

6.6% of the participants were classified as UD, while prevalence of SCD was 21.5%. SCD subjects were slightly older than C and had higher levels of subclinical anxiety and depressive symptoms than both C and UD. Sociodemographic and basic cognition descriptive data for participants are presented in [Table 1](#jad-65-jad180378-t001){ref-type="table"}. Informants' mean age was 52.3 years (SD = 12.3). They were mainly spouses of participants (67.2%), adult children (13.0%), or siblings (9.4%). The frequency of contact was in most cases daily (79.9%) or once a week (16.4%). Groups did not differ in informant's age, type of relationship, or frequency of contact. There was a higher percentage of women acting as informants in the UD (61.8%, *p* = 0.02) than in the C (51.0%) and the SCD (50.2%) groups, together with a higher percentage of men in the UD group.

###### 

Sociodemographic and basic cognitive descriptive data

                            C               UD                SCD
  ------------------- -------------- ----------------- -----------------
  N                        1899             173               568
  Age M(SD)            55.31 (6.59)   56.46 (6.89)^b^    57.14 (6.86)
  Education M (SD)     13.51 (3.50)   12.38 (3.51)^a^    13.14 (3.50)
  MMSE M (SD)          29.09 (1.04)    29.03 (1.00)      28.82 (1.18)
  GADS Total M (SD)    0.61 (1.35)    0.62 (1.24) ^b^   1.29 (2.03) ^c^
  SCD-Q MyCog          4.18 (3.95)    6.09 (4.70)^ab^   12.00 (5.86)^c^
  SCD-Q TheirCog       2.22 (2.22)    8.76 (4.61)^ab^   5.08 (4.76)^c^
  Females (%)             64.1%         48.0% ^ab^           65.0%
  *ɛ*4 Carriers (%)       34.6%            37.6%             34.3%

C, control; UD, unaware decliners; SCD, subjective cognitive decline; MMSE, Mini-Mental State Examination; GADS, Goldberg Anxiety and Depression Scale; SCD-Q, SCD Questionnaire; ^a^*p* \< 0.05 UD versus C; ^b^*p* \< 0.05 UD versus SCD; ^c^*p* \< 0.05 SCD versus C.

As expected, there were significant differences among groups in both self- and informant-reported SCD-Q scores (*p* \< 0.001; [Table 1](#jad-65-jad180378-t001){ref-type="table"} and [Fig. 1](#jad-65-jad180378-g001){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, SCD-Q MyCog scores were the highest in the SCD group and in the UD group were higher than in C. The lowest SCD-Q TheirCog scores were found in the C group while the UD group displayed the highest scores. There were also differences between self and informant ratings in the within group comparisons: In the UD group, informants reported a higher degree of complains than the UD subjects (*p* \< 0.001). The opposite pattern was found for C and SCD groups (*p* \< 0.001). These data are shown in [Fig. 1](#jad-65-jad180378-g001){ref-type="fig"}.

![SCD-Q results. Mean and standard errors are depicted. C, controls; UD, unaware decliner; SCD, subjective cognitive decline.](jad-65-jad180378-g001){#jad-65-jad180378-g001}

Cognitive performance descriptive data are shown in [Table 2](#jad-65-jad180378-t002){ref-type="table"} along with the results of inferential tests adjusting for confounders and correcting for multiple comparisons (*p* \< 0.005). UD performed worse than C in the free recall trials of the MBT. The SCD group displayed a consistent lower performance than C in all episodic memory measures and also in the Coding subtest of the WAIS-IV. No significant differences were observed between UD and SCD.

###### 

Cognitive outcomes descriptive data

                                 C               UD                SCD
  ----------------------- --------------- ----------------- ------------------
  MBT-TPR                  24.42 (4.22)     23.19 (3.37)     23.28 (4.77)^b^
  MBT-TFR                  16.94 (4.93)    15.17 (4.34)^a^   15.53 (5.09)^b^
  MBT-TDFR                  17.32 (5.0)    15.66 (4.52)^a^   15.80 (5.43)^b^
  MBT-TDPR                  24.26 (4.3)     22.94 (4.40)     23.07 (4.94)^b^
  WAIS-Coding              67.09 (14.54)    62.77 (14.63)    62.93 (14.75)^b^
  WAIS-Visual Puzzles      13.57 (4.27)     13.42 (4.32)       12.61 (4.07)
  WAIS-Digit Span Total    24.99 (5.15)     24.03 (4.98)       24.30 (5.45)
  WAIS-Matrix Reasoning    16.78 (4.37)     16.73 (4.05)       15.92 (4.52)
  WAIS-Similarities        22.40 (4.61)     21.41 (4.90)       21.55 (4.78)

C, controls; UD, unaware decliners; SCD, subjective cognitive decline, MBT, Memory Binding Test; TPR, Immediate total paired recall; TFR, immediate total free recall; TDFR, delayed total free recall; TDPR, delayed total paired recall; WAIS, Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale; significant pairwise differences in ANCOVA adjusted for age, education, sex and mood scores are shown. *p*-value adjusted for multiple comparisons ^a^*p* \< 0.005 UD versus C; ^b^*p* \< 0.005 SCD versus C.

We found weak (*r* \< --0.1) but significant, negative, associations between SCD-Q scores and cognitive outcomes in UD and SCD participants. Partial correlations for the self-reported MyCog score were significant (*p* \< 0.005) for both the immediate and delayed free recall of the MBT (*r* = --0.059 and *r* = --0.072), while SuCog scores presented significant associations with free recall (TFR, *r* = --0.075; TDFR, *r* = --0.086), cued recall trials (TPR, *r* = --0.058; TDPR, *r* = --0.057), and WAIS Coding (*r* = --0.055).

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) analysis revealed a pattern of increased GM volume in the UD group as compared to the C one. These changes were located in right medial frontal areas and right insula (see [Fig. 2](#jad-65-jad180378-g002){ref-type="fig"} and [Table 3](#jad-65-jad180378-t003){ref-type="table"}). In comparison to the SCD group, UD subjects showed lower GM cerebellar volumes (vermis lobule IV and V, see [Table 3](#jad-65-jad180378-t003){ref-type="table"}). No significant differences in the opposite directions were observed for these comparisons, neither for the SCD versus the UD group.

![Regions of GM volume increments in the UD group as compared to the C group.](jad-65-jad180378-g002){#jad-65-jad180378-g002}

###### 

Brain regions showing statistically significant GM volumetric change

  Contrast                                               Distribution               Label               MNI coordinates   Cluster   Peak        
  ------------------------------------------------------ -------------- ------------------------------ ----------------- --------- ------ ----- ------
  UD \>C                                                 Cluster 1       Right Frontal Medial Orbital          9            50       33    401   4.24
                                                                           Right Anterior Cingulum                                              
                                                         Cluster 2               Right Insula                 47            --2      8     211   3.95
  SCD \>UD                                               Cluster 1                Vermis 4-5                   6           --48     --18   102   3.44
                                                         Vermis 3                                                                               
  Main effect of informant reported decline (lower GM)   Cluster 1             Left Hippocampus              --32          --30     --3    189   4.28
                                                         Cluster 2                 Vermis 8                    2           --75     --27   146   3.81
                                                                              Left Cerebellum 8                                                 
                                                         Cluster 3            Left Cerebellum 7b             --32          --80     --38   433   3.64
                                                                            Left Cerebellum Crus 2                                              

Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) labels are used; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; UD, unaware decliner; C, controls; SCD, subjective cognitive decline.

Next, we tested whether having a positive informant report of cognitive change predicted GM volume, regardless of the presence or absence of self-perceived decline. This analysis showed a significant main effect for a positive informant report, in which the left posterior hippocampus and cerebellum displayed lower GM volumes ([Fig. 3](#jad-65-jad180378-g003){ref-type="fig"}, [Table 3](#jad-65-jad180378-t003){ref-type="table"}). To evaluate if there was a cognitive expression of such finding, we created an ROI by extracting the hippocampal cluster to explore the association with the memory variable that had shown the largest effect size among groups, i.e. total delayed free recall (TDFR). In the whole group, no correlation was found between TDFR and left hippocampal GM values (adjusted by confounders, age, sex, education, number of *APOE* *ɛ4* alleles, and GADS score; rho = 0.03; *p* = 0.44). However, when this analysis was repeated within groups, a significant association arose in the UD group (rho = 0.46, *p* = 0.002, [Fig. 3B](#jad-65-jad180378-g003){ref-type="fig"} lower right panel), but not in the C and SCD groups (rho = --0.05, *p* = 0.33; *r* = 0.07, *p* = 0.82, [Fig. 3B](#jad-65-jad180378-g003){ref-type="fig"} upper and lower left panels). There was not either an association between TDFR and hippocampal GM volume when the analysis was restricted to the SCD subjects that had informant positive report of decline (rho = 0.03, *p* = 0.85, *n* = 39).

![Main effect of positive informant report of decline in decrements of GM volumes (A) and within group associations between memory and GM in the hippocampal cluster (B).](jad-65-jad180378-g003){#jad-65-jad180378-g003}

DISCUSSION {#sec0045}
==========

Our study shows that, even though the prevalence of middle aged psychometrically normal subjects unaware of cognitive decline (UD) is low compared with those of SCD, they present distinct cognitive performance and structural MRI features as compared to controls, which consists in a specific impairment in free recall tests, together with a brain morphologic pattern of increments in GM volumes in medial frontal areas and insula. Moreover, the presence of a positive informant report, irrespective of the self-awareness status, is associated with lower left posterior hippocampal GM volume.

Prevalence of UD in our study is twice the reported by Gifford and colleagues \[[@ref012]\] in older subjects enrolled in the National Alzheimer's Coordinating Center. This discrepancy could be related with sample recruitment (clinical center versus research setting, respectively) and how UD is defined. In our study, the SCD-Q was used to define the absence or presence of perception of decline, while in the cited report the clinician reported absence or presence of perception of cognitive decline after interviewing the participant and the informant. An additional explanation for this difference may be related with the sample characteristics.

Noteworthy, we found a higher number of males in the UD group, together with a higher number of females acting as informants in this group. Besides, although small, a significant difference in years of education was also observed, being the UD group less educated than the C and SCD ones. Taken together, these results suggest that sociodemographic characteristics play a relevant role in both the insight and the reporting of self- and relative-related cognitive difficulties.

With regard to cognition, UD subjects showed worse memory performance than controls in the free recall of the MBT after adjusting for confounders. Associations between informant ratings (SCD-Q TheirCog score) and cognitive scores were also more robustly related to actual cognitive performance than self-reported ones. These findings give additional credit to the value of informant's report of decline, even in absence of self-perception of decline, to capture subtle cognitive changes. Previous studies using a similar grouping strategy \[[@ref012]\], or grouping by degree of awareness \[[@ref025]\], did not find any cross-sectional difference in memory performance using either a logical memory task or the FCSRT, respectively. In the present study we used the MBT, which is a more challenging test that was devised to capture subtle memory differences and to overcome the ceiling effect found with routine clinical memory assessments in cognitively healthy individuals \[[@ref034]\]. By using this novel test, we were able to capture slight group differences. Similar to other memory tests, the MBT provides both free and cued recall measures. While in symptomatic AD total recall, which captures the failure to benefit from cueing, constitutes the specific AD signature of memory impairment \[[@ref035]\], free recall seems to be the most sensitive measure in the prediction of AD dementia \[[@ref039]\]. Our results suggest that free recall could also be the most sensitive measure to capture subtle memory changes as detected by an external observer in absence of insight of the participant.

With regard to the neuroimaging study, we found that having a positive informant report of cognitive change, irrespective of the presence of self-awareness, was related to a decrease in GM volume in the left posterior hippocampus and cerebellum. Furthermore, GM volume in the hippocampal cluster was correlated with the delayed free recall score in the UD group. This association was not observed in the SCD subjects with confirmation of decline by the informant or in the control sample. Taken together, these results suggest a specific interplay between the unawareness of cognitive decline and processes of hippocampal atrophy that relates to memory decrease. Further studies are necessary to explore this hypothesis.

UD displayed increased GM volume in right medial prefrontal areas and the insula as compared to controls. These areas, mainly the medial prefrontal cortex (MPFC), have been related to the processing of self-referential information \[[@ref041]\]. Functional MRI studies highlighted the relevance of these areas in self-awareness in symptomatic AD stages. MCI patients that display less insight show less activation than controls in the MPFC and the posterior cingulate cortex during a self-appraisal task \[[@ref042]\], and altered MPFC functional connectivity with other cortical midline areas was also related to variability in memory self-appraisal accuracy in MCI and early AD \[[@ref043]\]. Previous morphometric studies in mild AD dementia, found that anosognosia of memory deficits was correlated with decreased volume in the superior frontal lobe \[[@ref044]\]. In healthy subjects, smaller volumes in the MPFC and insula have been related to higher alexithymia traits, which is a difficulty recognizing and describing the own feelings \[[@ref045]\], and that decreased right insula volume was associated with lower memory awareness \[[@ref047]\]. Our findings in unimpaired subjects with low awareness are in contrast with previous evidence pointing out to a positive relationship between brain volume and self-appraisal. This divergence could be interpreted in at least two ways: Firstly, volumetric increments may be reflecting subject personality-related brain differences. For example, neuroticism, which in its simplest definition is the tendency to experience negative emotions, has been associated with reduced volume in dorsomedial prefrontal cortex and increased volume in the mid-cingulate gyrus \[[@ref048]\]. It is plausible that the judgment of our own cognitive status may be influenced by personality traits with specific brain structural correlates. Secondly, taking into account that UD performed worse than controls in cognitive tasks and that non-linear brain volumetric changes, with initial increments in GM volume that decrease later on, have been described in preclinical AD \[[@ref049]\], GM increments may relate to an initial form of unawareness of decline (that is, incipient anosognosia). This latter hypothesis implies a higher risk of future cognitive decline in an additional group of subjects on top of the well-described SCD group.

The relationship between subjective perception of decline and anosognosia in preclinical AD is a recent matter of debate. In a set of papers on the topic using different neuroimaging approaches in healthy controls, preclinical AD, and MCI, Vannini and colleagues draw a picture in which increments in subjective cognitive complains (hypernosognosia) would appear early at the preclinical stage related to decreased brain metabolism and presence of amyloid burden \[[@ref026]\]. This pattern of high-awareness would later flip into anosognosia as brain pathology progress in the MCI stage, in which unawareness has been related to greater amyloid-β load, glucose hypometabolism in areas representing the default mode network, and higher progression to AD dementia \[[@ref024]\]. Our results contrast with their findings in preclinical AD \[[@ref026]\] but are consistent with the findings reported by Cacciamani et al. \[[@ref025]\], who reported higher AD pathology in subjects with reduced awareness. These divergent evidences may be reflecting the existence of two different groups of subjects at risk of future cognitive impairment. While SCD may represent the most frequent feature in subjects preceding and progressing toward cognitive impairment, UDs may express early anosognosia accounting for a smaller group that may also be at risk for cognitive impairment. In addition, unawareness may delay seeking for medical help and limit their enrollment in secondary prevention clinical trials. Our results highlight the relevance of obtaining informant reports in studies in individuals at risk for AD and the interest of performing discrepancy analysis between these and the participants' reports. Unraveling the clinical characteristics of participants at risk for cognitive impairment is of key importance for the design of prevention strategies. Further longitudinal studies are needed to ascertain the relevance of UD for predicting cognitive decline of early impaired.

The present study is not free of limitations that are primarily as follows: The absence of information on AD biomarkers in this sample prevents us from exploring the relationship between unawareness and biological surrogates of AD pathology. The cross-sectional nature of our study does not permit to address the hypothesis of higher risk of cognitive decline in the UD group. Both of these limitations will be overcome with longitudinal data recording that is currently underway. Another limitation relates to uncontrolled informant bias. Presence of psychoaffective symptoms, beliefs and fear of developing dementia, as well as personality traits, may affect informant reports and were not assessed in the current study.

In summary, we found that middle-aged psychometrically normal subjects unaware of informant-reported cognitive decline display lower memory scores that are related to hippocampal volume and additional brain differences in areas involved in processing self-referential information. Our results support the usefulness of informant reports and suggest that unaware decliners may represent a distinct clinical group at risk of cognitive impairment. Longitudinal studies will be of value to understand the rate of objective cognitive decline of this proposed new group of healthy participants.
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